We present spectra of three M subdwarfs which are common proper motion companions to F or G subdwarfs of known metallicity. The assumption that the companions have the same composition allows us to test the Gizis (1997, AJ, 113, 806) M subdwarf classification system and its correspondence to metallicity. The results are in excellent agreement with the Gizis (1997) scale, thereby showing that the Allard & Hauschildt (1995, ApJ, 445, 433) Extended model atmospheres agree well in the 6200 -7400Å region for cool metal-poor stars. We also show that the results are consistent with the main sequences of globular clusters using the Reid (1997, AJ, 114, 161) distance scale.
Introduction
The metal-poor stars of the thick disk and halo provide an invaluable record of Galactic history. The main-sequence FGK subdwarfs have proven to be an important source of information on these populations (e.g., Carney et al. 1994) . The much cooler and fainter M subdwarfs offer an important alternative tracer group. Indeed, in addition to the possibility of observing nearby proper motion M subdwarfs, it is now feasible to obtain both photometry for the M subdwarfs in globular clusters with the Hubble Space Telescope (e.g., Santiago, Elson, & Gilmore 1996) and spectra for M dwarfs and M subdwarfs at distances of a few kiloparsecs above the galactic plane with 10-meter class telescopes (Reid et al. 1997) . Using these objects as probes of Galactic structure, however, requires a good understanding of their properties in order to derive metallicities and luminosities. Gizis (1997, hereafter G97) has presented a spectroscopic classification scheme which is based on moderate resolution (∼ 3Å) spectra covering the wavelength range 6200 -7400Å. Quantitative bandstrength indices measuring TiO and CaH features are used to classify stars as M V (ordinary disk stars), sdM (M subdwarfs), and esdM (extreme M subdwarfs). Comparison to the synthetic spectra allowed G97 to show that these classes correspond to (Santiago, Elson, & Gilmore 1996) and stellar interior calculations with model atmospheres (Baraffe et al. 1995) are in agreement with this scale; however, serious systematic errors could in principle affect all of these methods of estimating metallicity.
We present spectra of three M subdwarfs which are companions to hotter subdwarfs of known metallicity. Our aim is to test the metallicities derived from the M subdwarf spectra by comparison with those measured for their better understood primaries. The data are presented in Section 2, the implications for the metallicity scale are discussed in Section 3, and the results are summarized in Section 4.
Observations
We observed two systems (G116-009; G176-046) whose low-luminosity components were recently discovered (Martin & Rebolo 1992; Martin, Rebolo, & Zapatero Osorio 1995) . We also observed VB 12 (LHS 541), the low luminosity companion to HD 219617 (LHS 540) discovered by van Biesbroeck (1961) . All three stars were identified as common proper motion companions to already-known, relatively-bright high proper motion objects. We refer to the low-luminosity component of G 116-009 as G 116-009B and the primary as G 116-009A. CLLA find that G 116-009A has B − V = 0.86, corresponding to T ef f = 4750 K. The case of the G 176-046 system is rather complicated - Martin et al. (1995) note that their object is the fourth member of this system, since Latham et al. (1992) deduce that G 176-046 is a spatially unresolved triple from their high-resolution spectra. We therefore will refer to the low-luminosity companion as G 176-046D and the primary as G 176-046ABC. Latham et al. (1992) find that this "primary" has B − V = 0.80 and T ef f = 4860 K. In fact, this system is a quintuple system, since Ryan (1992) has shown that LP 215-35 is a common proper motion companion at 343 ′′ separation. This companion has B − V = 0.86. VB 12's primary, HD 219617, is itself a double star with a orbital semi-major axis of 0.80 ′′ (Heintz 1991) . CLLA find B − V = 0.48 and T ef f = 5857 K.
The stars were observed with the Palomar 200-in on UT Date 1 June 1997 using the Double Spectrograph. A dichroic which divided the light at 5500Å was used. The red camera was used with a 600 l/mm grating, yielding wavelength coverage from 6040 to 7380Å at ∼ 3Å resolution. Very few counts were obtained in the blue camera for the M subdwarfs and those data were therefore not used. The setup is similar to that used by Reid, Hawley, & Gizis (1995) and G97. The spectra were wavelength calibrated with neon and argon lamps and flux calibrated with the Gunn & Oke (1983) standards using FIGARO.
The resulting spectra are plotted in Figure 1 . We measure bandstrength indices defined in Table 1 as the ratio of flux in the features (W) to flux in the pseudo-continuum regions (S1 and S2). They were originally defined in Reid et al. (1995) . Our measurements of the indices as well as photometry from the literature are reported in Table 2 . Standards from Marcy & Benitz (1989) were used as templates to determine radial velocities accurate to ±20 km s −1 for the M subdwarfs.
All are consistent with the more precisely-known primary velocities. The metallicities derived by Carney et al. (1994, hereafter CLLA) for the primaries are also listed in Table 2 . 1 The metallicities for G 116-009A and G 176-46ABC cited in Martin et al. (1995) are those derived by Laird, Carney, & Latham (1988) which are significantly more metal-poor than the more recent estimates given by CLLA. As a result, the comparison of G176-046 and G116-009 to ω Cen made by Martin et al. is no longer appropriate.
The spectroscopic classification can be tested against position in the HR diagram for VB 12 2 . HD 219617 has a Hipparcos trigonometric parallax (π = 12.41 ± 2.04 milliarcseconds). VB 12 has V = 16.46, V − I = 2.09, (Bessell 1990 ) implying M V = 11.93. These values place it slightly above the extreme subdwarf sequence (Monet et al. 1992; Gizis 1997) as expected from the bandstrength indices.
The current G97 M-subdwarf metallicity scale is in good agreement with the CLLA metallicities although the possibility remains of systematic uncertainties at the ±0.3 dex level. One potential problem is the elemental abundance ratios used in the model atmospheres which form the basis of the G97 calibration. Those atmospheres are computed using scaled solar metallicities. However, Ruan's (1991) spectroscopic analysis of VB 12 (and HD 219617) indicates that both stars have the expected oxygen-and α-enhancement, and that changing the abundance ratios has a significant effect on the colors. Baraffe et al. (1997) Since the publication of Gizis' analysis, Reid (1997a) and Gratton et al (1997) have used main-sequence fitting to re-derive distances to a number of well-known clusters, using nearby F & G subdwarfs with high-precision Hipparcos parallax measurements as local calibrators. The resultant distances are significantly higher for the lowest abundance clusters (such as M92, M15 and NGC 6397). We can compare the re-calibrated cluster color-magnitude diagrams against the (M V , (V-I)) distribution of the local M subdwarfs. In Figure 3 , we plot the parallax subdwarfs classified by Gizis (1997) . We readjust published globular cluster main sequences to the distances and reddenings used by Reid (1997a Reid ( , 1997b . We use the clusters NGC 6397 (Cool, Piotto, & King 1996) , M15 (Santiago, Elson, & Gilmore 1996) , and 47 Tuc (Santiago, Elson, & Gilmore 1996) . The metallicities ([F e/H) for these clusters are -1.82, -2.12, and -0.70 respectively . 3 NGC 6397's main sequence passes through the esdM sequence. M15 lies at the bottom edge of esdM distribution, although the HST data do not extend very far to the red. As in G97, 47 Tuc lies above the sdM, indicating that they have [m/H] < −0.7. Thus, an empirical calibration suggests that the G97 M subdwarf abundance scale is consistent with the globular cluster [F e/H] scale.
Summary
We have compared the metallicities estimated directly from spectra of three M subdwarfs to the metallicities derived for their FGK subdwarf companions. We find that the metallicities based on the Gizis (1997) spectroscopic classification system are consistent with the metallicities derived by Carney et al. (1994) (Martin & Rebolo 1992; Martin et al. 1995) and B (Bessell 1990) . 
